
   DISCHARGE POSITION

   STORAGE: VENUS & TURRET

The turret of the Venus tank provides short term 
emergency storage volume of 450 litres.  This volume is 
in addition to the 1675 litres of operating storage in the 
tank, giving an overall emergency storage volume of 2125 
litres.
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   DUCT & VENT POSITION

   INLET POSITION

Cable ducts and vents (if applicable) are positioned towards 
the top of the tank and marked as cable entries.

Please note: the access cover provided as standard is not a 
sealed unit allowing the tank to vent, however air tight covers 
are available on request.

Two points of connection 
are provided for a ø110mm  
vent pipe and cable duct.
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   STORAGE: VENUS

The Venus tank has a fixed 63mm MDPE discharge point, and 
80mm on request

The Venus tank has a maximum operating storage a 
capacity of 1675 litres.

The above image details the available layout of incoming 
drainage available utilising vertical stacks to give the 
optimal storage solution.
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The Venus has three fixed inlet pipe connection points 
moulded into the tank wall.  All are to suit ø160mm 
drainage pipes. 

Each point, when connected to a vertical stack gives the 
Venus tank superior flexibility to suit your drainage layout.      
Each vertical stack can utilise 180° of horizontal adjustment.

This flexibility allows the drainage layout on site to be 
surcharged for additional storage, or in emergency pump 
failure situations
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To install a cable duct in the turret, 
use a ø138mm hole saw and cut 
into the narrow section.

Clean hole and remove swarf, 
push the supplied ø110mm duct 
seal into the opening and install 
the cable duct.
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